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Visions [TC: possibly impressions] 
 

- We observed that the brothers, the emir of the center, the emir of the office, and his deputy, agree on 
identifying the cause of the issue. However, they disagree on how to resolve the issue. 

- The shura council that [TC: illegible, possibly held by] the brother, the emir of the center Abu A-
Nu’man. They [TC: sic] are the brothers Abu Harith Al-Urduni, brother Abu Hafs Al-Idlibi, and brother 
Abu Muhammad A-Shami requires to be investigated [TC: literally looked into]. 

-  The emir of the office and his deputy displayed truthfulness and dedication in their work while serving 
the sisters. They have demonstrated discipline and have not transgressed [TC: as far as the duties]. It is 
worth noting that the office of the emir was ordered to take this position, but he did not want it.   

- The brother the emir of the center, bypassed the emir of the office, and directly dealt with the brothers in 
the office concerning simple matters recently, which exasperated the issue.  

- We noticed that the emir of the center has knowledge of the office matters, this is evident of the 
truthfulness of the brother, and his interest in his work, and office matters.  This is evident that the 
brother follows up on [TC: office] business.  

- There are complaints from the emir of the center and from the emir of the office about some of the 
brothers for they would not adhere to work hours or job [TC: duties]. 

 
 
 
The complaints of the center’s emir Abu A-Nu’man:  
1) The lack of cooperation from the prisoner of war committee with the brothers in the center to respond to 

requests from the female sister.  
- Also, lack of cooperation of the war spoils [TC: sic] in responding to the needs of the families.  
- Lack of cooperation from the general administration in responding to the center’s needs of computers 

and bikes. 
 
- Emir of the center’s requests 
- Setting up a meeting with the general administrator  
- Setting up a meeting with the governor’s office and members of the martyr’s office and [TC: illegible] 


